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WHO ARE WE?

Bulgarian Memory Foundation was founded in 2007 by Dr. Milen Vrabevski. It is engaged with
the development of creative European projects aimed at the education, career opportunities
and European perspectives of young people. The Foundation is the driving force behind numerous initiatives associated with the preservation of the Bulgarian cultural and historical heritage, innovations in education and the combat against the demographic crisis in Bulgaria.

Dear friends,
We present to you the Annual activity report of Bulgarian Memory Foundation for
2018. In the past 365 days, thanks to our continuous efforts, we managed to build
on our achievements so far in view of the four strategic priorities of Bulgarian
Memory Foundation.
We would like to thank all of our partners from the local, national and European
institutions, academic circles, media and non-governmental organizations
who, through their support for the initiatives of Bulgarian Memory Foundation,
contributed to the vision for successful future for our children and the provision
of a better living environment in Bulgaria and beyond.
I would like to thank especially our long-standing partners from Hanns Seidel
Foundation, the Representation of the European Commission in Bulgaria and the
Municipality of Varna for their continuing support in 2018.
I wish you pleasant reading!

Dr. Milen Vrabevski
Chairman of Bulgarian Memory Foundation

opportunities for the young people in Bulgaria and
Europe;

OUR PRIORITIES

2. Integration, socialization and European perspec-

tive for the young people in Bulgaria and the Bulgarian communities from the historical diaspora;

3. Strengthening the perception for national iden-

tity among the youngest and preservation of the
Bulgarian cultural and historical heritage;

4. Taking measures against the demographic crisis

in Bulgaria.

As a result of all the projects implemented in the 12 years of existence of Bulgarian Memory Foundation in collaboration with national and European institutions
and business, non-governmental and academic organizations, nearly 11 000 young
people from Bulgaria and the Bulgarian historical diaspora attended the training
modules of the Foundation.

PARTNERS

1. Building an economy of knowledge and career

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND AWARDS

Awards:
2016, a mark for overall quality performance of a project titled “Youth forum
for entrepreneurship and demography”, “Erasmus +” programme, Key Action 3:
Support for policy reform
2017, a mark for overall quality performance of a project titled “Tolerance and
solidarity: a tool for overcoming stereotypes among youth”, “Erasmus+” programme, Key Action 1: Learning mobility of individuals, Youth Sector
2018, a mark for overall quality performance of a project titled “Volunteering - a
tool for increasing youth employment through developing skills”, “Erasmus+”
programme, Key Action 1, European Voluntary Service

EDUCATION AND EU INTEGRATION
PATRIOTISM
DEMOGRAPHY
SOCIETY

OUR ACTIVITY AND ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2018

Bulgarian Memory Foundation is a member of:
Public Youth Affairs Council to the Minister of Youth and Sports
Committee on Interaction with Non-Governmental Organizations and
the Complaints of Citizens to the 44th National Assembly of the Republic of
Bulgaria

EDUCATION AND EU INTEGRATION
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2017 - 2018

Road to University Programme

15

Education is our passport to the future and progress, because tomorrow belongs to those
who prepare for it today. This was indeed the motivation of Dr. Milen Vrabevski and Bulgarian
Memory Foundation to support organizationally and financially 566 high-school graduates
on their way to better education in the framework of the Road to University programme
during the 2017 – 2018 academic year.
The initiative was created by Dr. Vrabevski and has been active since 2010. Since its first
year it has been financed privately by the chair of Bulgarian Memory Foundation. The
programme provides opportunities to young individuals who live in remote locations, have
limited possibilities for development or come from families of low social status to attend free
training courses for the entrance examinations at higher education institutions in subjects of
their choice.
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We are happy about the fact that the number of young people who participate in the
programme and are willing to work hard in order to get an education is increasing from one
year to the next. As a result more than 85% of the participants have been admitted at higher
education institutions in Bulgaria and Europe.
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3 January

Volunteering - a tool for increasing youth employment
through developing skills
Bulgarian Memory Foundation (BMF) in partnership with two associations - AMFI, Italy and
AJEM, Portugal – completed successfully the implementation of project 2017-2-BG01KA105-036426 “Volunteering – a tool for increasing youth employment through developing
skills” co-financed under the Erasmus+ programme, Key Action 1, European Voluntary
Service. The main aim of the project was to give the two young participants the opportunity
to acquire valuable experience and professional skills through volunteering. The Foundation’s
ambition during the implementation of the project was to have the volunteers contribute
to the local community and the host organization with their time and labour. In turn, the
participants had the opportunity to practice their skills, acquire new competences and
broaden their cultural and social knowledge, thus investing in their own future.
Two volunteers participated in the EVS project: Ilaria Mirra from Italy and Joao Paiva from
Portugal.

18 January

Young entrepreneurs in action!

17

Sixty young people from Bulgaria, Macedonia and Serbia visited one of the most prosperous
companies in Bulgaria, Imperia Online. The cofounder and digital entrepreneur Dobroslav Dimitrov
told his inspiring story and gave useful practical advice connected to career orientation and the
existing possibilities in the IT industry.
The visit was planned in the activities of project 2017-2-BG01-KA105-036428, Social inclusion of
youth through entrepreneurship, co-financed by the Erasmus+ programme, Key Action 1, Learning
mobility of individuals. The youth exchange was implemented in the period 15 – 19 January in
partnership with the Macedonian-Bulgarian Friendship Society, Republic of Macedonia (FYROM)
and the civil association „Grupa liperalnih, ambicioznih i solidarnih“, Serbia.
The young participants had an interactive session with Zdrava Vodenicharova, Project Manager
at Bread Houses Network, and Sandra Topalska, Programme and Project Expert at “Bread House
Sofia”, as well as interesting and beneficial meetings with Yasen Georgiev, Executive Director of
the Economic Policy Institute; Svetlan Stanoev, cofounder and chief facilitator at The Business
Institute and the social entrepreneurs Yordanka Yanakieva from Knights of Good Foundation and
Snezhana Yoveva from “So Close, So Far” Association.
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The main aim of the project was to develop entrepreneurial skills through informal training in order
to contribute to the increase in youth employment, to promote social inclusion and to prevent
radicalization. Sixty young people from Bulgaria, Republic of Macedonia and Serbia participated.
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30 January

A successful campaign for prospective students of
Bulgarian universities in Albania
More than 50 prospective university students and their parents participated actively in the
informational campaign for admission of students, PhD students and post-graduate students
in Bulgarian universities. The event took place in the city of Korce, Albania with the support
of Bulgarian Memory Foundation.
Representatives of the Ministry of Education and Science, the State Agency for Bulgarians
Abroad and the biggest Bulgarian higher education institutions presented the numerous
possibilities for getting an education in Bulgaria. The young people and their families showed
great interest in the annual informational event.

A campaign to inform prospective students of Bulgarian
higher education institutions was carried out for the first
time in Kukës, Albania

19

On the 1st of February, for the first time in Kukes, Albania, the association “Nasha Gora”
supported by Bulgarian Memory Foundation, the Ministry of Education and Science, the State
Agency for Bulgarians Abroad and the Bulgarian Embassy in Tirana carried out a successful
informational campaign for prospective students of Bulgarian higher education institutions.
Many young people from the Bulgarian minority in Kukes participated actively in the first
campaign intended to attract students, PhD students and post-graduates to Bulgarian
universities. For example, one of them, a seven-time champion in wrestling, expressed his
willingness to study at Vasil Levski National Sports Academy.
The event attracted much public attention and was also covered by the local media.
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The main goal of the event is to allow the young people from our historical diaspora in
Albania to connect their education and career development with Bulgaria. In recent
years the number of Bulgarians applying to and admitted in Bulgarian universities has been
increasing, in line with the number of those who have started successful careers in Bulgaria.

1 February
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1-2 February

Dr. Vrabevski held an inspiring speech
at the meeting of EU ministers
Dr. Vrabevski was a special guest and leading lecturer at the informal meeting of the
European ministers in the area of education, science and research. The event was included
in the official programme of the Bulgarian Presidency of the Council of the EU and took
place on 1 – 2 February, 2018 in Sofia.
As one of the leading innovators and investors in the Bulgarian science and youth, Dr. Milen
Vrabevski was invited by the Ministry of Education and Science to give a speech at the
event. His talk was titled „Future of Europe – career development, career patch and new
skills“.

The event was attended by Minister Krasimir Valchev, Carlos Moedas, European Commissioner
for Research, Science and Innovation, and ministers from all EU Member States. Commissioner
Moedas urged the European institutions to allocate bigger budgets for science, as this is
crucial for the successful future of Europe.

Bulgarian Memory Foundation issued a new practical
guide in entrepreneurship

21

“The Entrepreneurship Guide “First Steps in Business” is the latest publication of Bulgarian
Memory Foundation. It aims to inform the young readers about the basics of starting a
business, to hint at the numerous possibilities offered by self-employment and to motivate
them with successful examples of entrepreneurship in Bulgaria. The Guide is a practical and
useful book that gives answers to the following questions: What is entrepreneurship? What
skills and competences are needed to become an entrepreneur? Why is entrepreneurship
important? What are the steps to a successful start in business?
The publication of the Guide concluded a 3-day workshop under the motto “Young people
- the new wave of entrepreneurs in the 21st century” held on 15 – 17 November, 2017. In
the first module of the workshop 30 young people from the Rhodope Region received
informal training in entrepreneurial competences. The second module included meetings
with successful entrepreneurs with the aim to encourage and inspire the participants to
develop their own ideas and entrepreneurial thinking and to provide useful information
on the possibilities for youth entrepreneurship in Bulgaria. The initiative was organized by
Bulgarian Memory Foundation and funded under the National Youth Program (2016 – 2020)
by the Ministry of Youth and Sports.
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In his inspiring speech Dr. Vrabevski paid special attention to the investments in innovations,
human capital and society. He highlighted the perspectives of Europe in the field of science
and research that are inextricably linked to social progress and improvement of the living
standard of the European citizens.

22 February
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23 February

Students from Strumica proposed ideas for Corridor #8
in a competition of Bulgarian Memory Foundation
More than 35 young people from Strumica, Macedonia, participated in a competition
for project proposals on the perspectives of Corridor #8. The contest was launched and
financed by Bulgarian Memory Foundation. The winning teams were awarded personally
by Dr. Milen Vrabevski, Chair of the Foundation, Dr. Andrey Kovachev, Member of the
European Parliament and Georg Georgiev, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs. The young
people received interesting books, cash prizes and certificates for their participation in the
contest.

Dr. Vrabevski shared his formula for success
at the LeapIN Sofia Conference

23

Dr. Milen Vrabevski was among the special guest lecturers at this year’s LeapIN Sofia
Conference held in the Aula of Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski”. He gave his inspiring
lecture in front of nearly 300 ambitious young people and shared with them his personal
formula for success: adding value to the lives of others.
It was this formula that helped him conquer many peaks in his professional, social and
personal life. Dr. Vrabevski is the founder, owner and CEO of the biggest private research
company in Southeast Europe, Comac Medical. He is also the founder and chair of one
of the most active and hardworking non-governmental organizations in Bulgaria, Bulgarian
Memory Foundation. He has created two kindergartens and a school where children learn
to love their country and develop their entrepreneurial thinking from a very young age. Dr.
Vrabevski has also registered a production house, Intelligent Music, with the aim to popularize
the contemporary Bulgarian music and culture.
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The official award ceremony was also attended by Dimitar Savov, Director of the National
Transport Policy Directorate at the Ministry of Transport, IT and Communications, His Excellency
Kiriakou Kureta, Ambassador of Albania in Bulgaria and representatives of the embassies
of Georgia, Azerbaijan, Romania and Kosovo. After the formal event the guests discussed
different possibilities and actions that should be taken to finalize the transport project, as its
outcome is crucial to the economic development of the region and the better connectivity
between the European countries.

25 February
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12 March

The University of Veliko Tarnovo welcomed
Dr. Milen Vrabevski with a packed auditorium
In front of an auditorium packed with students from the University of Veliko Tarnovo “St. St.
Cyril and Methodius” Dr. Milen Vrabevski gave an interactive talk titled “The Young People
In European Bulgaria”. He was invited by the Imhotep Diplomatic Club and talked to the
students about the possibilities for career advancement and personal fulfillment. He also
shared his own formula for success.
After the talk Dr. Vrabevski opened a discussion where the students had full freedom to ask
him questions and gave answers to all the matters that interest them. He explained about the
mindset and attitude that lead to success and revealed how the road to success involves
the love for one’s country and adding value to the lives of others. Before the beginning
of the lecture Dr. Vrabevski was formally given the title of Honorary Member of Imhotep
Diplomatic Club.

12 – 16 March

BMF started a 5-day exchange under the “Erasmus+” programme
with young people from Bulgaria, Macedonia and Moldova

25

Bulgarian Memory Foundation started a 5-day youth exchange programme titled:
“Stimulating innovative, creative and analytical thinking as a factor for youth employment”.
The programme took place in Sofia with 45 participants from Bulgaria, Macedonia and
Moldova, aged from 17 to 19 years, during their transition between high school and higher
education. The main aim of the project was to help the young participants develop skills
for easier adaptation to the labour market by focusing on the innovative, creative and
analytical thinking in the basis of the STEM professions.
Dr. Milen Vrabevski gave the closing talk of the programme. The participants from
Macedonia, Moldova and Bulgaria acquired useful knowledge and experience from one of
the most successful Bulgarian entrepreneurs and public figures of our present. Dr. Vrabevski
talked to the young people about the most important and effective principles of the aspiring
entrepreneur.
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The project titled “Promoting innovative, creative and analytical thinking as a factor for youth
employment” (No. 2017-2-BG01-KA105-036427) is co-financed by the Erasmus+ programme
of the EU, Key Action 1, Learning mobility of individuals.
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19 March

Another success of the young astronomers from the High
School of Mathematics “Dr. Petar Beron” in a NASA competition
Students at the High School of Mathematics “Dr. Petar Beron” supported by Dr. Milen Vrabevski
won the first and second place in NASA’s international space settlement design contest. The
Uni Space project developed by Ivo Pesev, Aleksandar Georgiev, Simeon Gachev, Zlatan
Zlatanov and Daniel Petrov, students in 12th grade, was rated first. Second is the project
“Kibela” developed by Katerina Bahtigalieva, 10th grade. The students from Varna took the
award-winning places in competition with 10 000 peers from different countries who had
submitted a total of 2500 projects.
The project coordinator is Assistant Prof. Dr. Veselka Radeva, head of the Planetarium of
the Varna Naval Academy. The projects were consulted by Silvia Zaharieva who teaches
Physics and Astronomy at the high school.
The teams are invited to present their projects at the reporting scientific sessions and the
poster session of the International Space Development Conference of NASA and the
American Space Society. The conference was held in May, 2018 in Los Angeles, California.
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DIGITAL
COMPETENCES
2018
A KEY TO THE
PROFESSIONS
OF THE FUTURE

XXII
SPRING
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IDENTITY
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S T R O N G N AT I O N A L
IDENTITY

2-6 April

28

A humanoid robot opened the 22nd Spring Workshop of
Bulgarian Memory Foundation

29

The humanoid robot Nao opened the 22nd Spring Workshop with a special address to all
participants and official guests. This year the forum helped nearly 200 children from the
Bulgarian diaspora in Macedonia, Serbia, Moldova, Ukraine, Albania, Romania, the Eastern
Rhodopes and town Tervel region to develop their digital knowledge and skills in order to
become successful, competitive and fulfilled individuals, the future drivers of European
progress.
The Spring Workshop titled “Strong national identity – strong European identity” is organized
for the 11th consecutive year. The forum is an example of real and effective EU integration.
During the workshop the young participants communicate in Bulgarian. This is a basis for the
development of ambassadors of European integration in the Eastern partner countries and
the West Balkans.
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The workshop took place on 2 – 5 April under the motto: “Digital competences: A key to the
professions of the future” with the support of the Representation of the European Commission
in Bulgaria, the Municipality of Varna and Hanns Seidel Foundation. The forum had an
exciting agenda with three robots – Sanbot, Nao and Telepresence – and guest lecturers
who are proven specialists, entrepreneurs and creators in the field of digital technologies
and robotics.

30

16 – 22 April

Again this year Dr. Vrabevski supported the international
competition “Young Virtuosos”
Again in 2018 Bulgarian Memory Foundation and its chair Dr. Milen Vrabevski supported
the annual International Competition “Young Virtuosos”. The competition is open for
young performers and composers from all over the world. It provides new opportunities to
all participants to compete and communicate with their peers, to explore and exchange
original ideas, to interpret classical and contemporary music, and to present their talent
to eminent musicians, members of the international judging panel, who have proven
themselves on the global musical scene.

BMF held a workshop on Robotics and Digital Skills
for 250 children in Strumica

31

The first interactive workshop on Robotics and Digital Technologies in the city of Strumica,
Republic of Macedonia, held at the initiative and financed by Dr. Milen Vrabevski and
Bulgarian Memory Foundation was quite exciting. More than 250 young people from Strumica
and Delchevo met Nao, the humanoid robot from Bulgaria. They built and programmed
their own autonomous robots and gained invaluable knowledge about the digital world,
cryptocurrencies and 3D printers.
The workshop in Strumica is a part of the long-term investments of Dr. Milen Vrabevski in
opening professional and educational perspectives, and bringing closer the people on the
two sides of the border. The aim of the innovative forum is to encourage young people
to master the competences of the 21st century in order to be competitive, flexible and
successful in united Europe.
The workshop was intended to give guidance to the students about the key skills needed for
the professions of the future. Its topic corresponds to one of the four priorities of the Bulgarian
Presidency of the Council of the EU in 2018, namely Digital Economy and Skills of the Future.
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After the successful 2017 edition that included 158 participants from 35 countries and
4 continents who demonstrated their talents and their teachers’ skills with impressive
performances, Young Virtuosos Foundation in collaboration with National School of Music
“Lyubomir Pipkov” and with the support of Bulgarian Memory Foundation announced the
14th edition of the competition. It was held in Sofia on April 16- 22, 2018 for Chamber Music
and on October 8 – 12, 2018 for Composition.

28 May
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7 June

Thirty young people from Bulgaria and Lithuania develop
entrepreneurial competences in Sofia
During the period 7 – 14 June in Sofia, Bulgarian Memory Foundation in collaboration with
Project-Based Learning Institute, Lithuania, implemented the next stage of a two-year project
titled “EntrepreneurshipXchange through project-based learning” under the Erasmus+
programme with the participation of 30 young people from Bulgaria and Lithuania.
Entrepreneurship is the driving force behind economic development due to the creation
of new companies and jobs, the emergence of new markets, the development of new
skills and qualifications. Learning about entrepreneurship plays a key role in stimulating
the entrepreneurial potential of children from an early age. Therefore Bulgarian Memory
Foundation launched the present project with the main aim to create an innovative
methodology for development of entrepreneurial competences through project-based
learning.

More than 100 students participate in the national
writing contest “This Endless World”

33

More than 100 students from all around Bulgaria and the Bulgarian diaspora in Serbia
participated in the national writing contest for original works in English and German “This
Endless World”. For the 13th consecutive year the competition was organized by First
Language School in Varna with the financial support of Bulgarian Memory Foundation. This
remains the only contest aiming to stimulate the creative talent of high school students by
asking them to write original texts in foreign languages.
The winning students were awarded at an official ceremony at “Boris Georgiev” City Art
Gallery and excerpts of the best works were read. The special prize of Bulgarian Memory
Foundation was given personally by Dr. Milen Vrabovski to Nicholas Christian Brintnall from
Polski Trambesh.
Now traditional for the city of Varna, the contest is supported by the Ministry of Education
and Science and the Municipality of Varna.
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The project is co-financed by the Erasmus+ programme, No. 2017-1-BG01-KA205-035758, Key
Action 2, Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices.

15 June
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16 June

Dr. Vrabevski gave an inspiring talk in front
of young people from Shumen
“Inspiring and motivating.” This is how the young people from Shumen described the lecture
Dr. Milen Vrabevski gave on June 15 at Serebrova House, Renaissance Complex – Shumen.
He was invited by Roundtable Shumen, PODOBRI and the Municipal Youth Council in the
framework of an initiative titled Business Stories. This is the 7th edition of the event directed
towards the active young people in the city who want to develop and perfect their skills
while contributing to the improvement of their environment.
More than 80 people, some of whom had arrived from other towns specifically for the lecture,
got an impression of the life and entrepreneurial philosophy of Dr. Vrabevski. In his lecture
titled “Psychology of Success” he explained about the mindset and attitude that lead to
success and revealed how the road to prosperity involves the love for one’s country and
adding value to the lives of others.

Dr. Milen Vrabevski awarded excellent
students from Serbia

35

At a special ceremony held at the recording studio of Dr. Milen Vrabevski the excellent students
from St. St. Cyril and Methodius High School, Tsaribrod, Serbia were awarded personally by
Dr. Milen Vrabevski for their high results during the academic year. They received books
and shopping vouchers to buy everything they need for the coming vacation and the next
school year.
At the initiative and with the financial support of Dr. Vrabevski the children and their teachers
will also stay in Sofia tomorrow. Today they saw the most popular attractions of the capital.
They also visited the National History Museum and got acquainted with its impressive
expositions.
The students at St. St. Cyril and Methodius High School had prepared many surprises for
Dr. Milen Vrabevski, including a painting of his grand grandfather Hadzhi Stanyo Vrabevski,
created by the awarded student Nikola Nakov, 10th grade.
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After the talk there was an interesting session with questions to Dr. Vrabevski that showed
what interests the young people in the city. The event ended with a cocktail where the
participants made contacts and talked in an informal setting with Dr. Vrabevski and to each
other, sharing ideas and impressions from the lecture.

21 June
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17 July

Fifteen children of different religious backgrounds
build bridges of tolerance and respect
For the third consecutive year the Eastern European forum for dialogue “Bridges” and
Stara Zagora Municipality, in collaboration with Bulgarian Memory Foundation and with the
support of Mrs. Snezhana Yoveva-Dimitrova, deputy chair of “So Close, So Far” Association,
carry out the initiative BRIDGE-Inter-Cultures CAMP, aiming to involve children from different
religious communities and cultures.
This is not just an initiative; it is a cause. Its goal is to build a bridge between cultures, and
again this year it was supported by civil organizations, local authorities, volunteers, media
and companies. Fifteen children of different religious backgrounds spent five days together
at the International Youth Centre in Stara Zagora. They built bridges of tolerance, mutual
understanding and respect between spiritual traditions, generations and cultures. The
children showed excellent team work, creativity and understanding of the main principles
driving humanity.

24-25 July

Football tournament of
Bulgarian Memory Foundation

37

Football continues to unite us! The pilot edition of the Friendly Football Tournament of
Bulgarian Memory Foundation started with loud applause and in cheerful mood.
The two-day tournament with the participation of 80 children from Bulgaria and Macedonia
aged between 12 and 15 years was organized at the initiative and with the financial support
of Dr. Milen Vrabevski. In both days of the friendly contest the audience enjoyed incredible
goals, beautiful play and sportsmanship.
The football tournament is one of the numerous initiatives of Bulgarian Memory Foundation
for cross-border cooperation with the Republic of Macedonia
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In conclusion, the time they spent together showed them that dialogue lets you keep your
identity and faith, while enriching your perceptions and connecting you with the culture of
your friends.
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12 August

Scholarship holders of Bulgarian Memory Foundation
participate in the Preparing Global Leaders Forum
Young, intelligent, ambitious: such are the two grant holders of Bulgarian Memory
Foundation who have the opportunity to participate in the Preparing Global Leaders Forum
(PGLF) Summer Programme. It is implemented for the first time in Bulgaria with the financial
support of the American Embassy, the Youth Council at the US Embassy, Bulgarian Memory
Foundation and Three Six Five Association.

The international Preparing Global Leaders Forum is organized for the 7th consecutive year.
Until now summer training has been carried out in Russia, Croatia, Jordan and Brazil. The PGLF
Global Leaders Network has already trained more than 1000 people from 100+ countries
and aims to prepare effective and innovative leaders in different areas for the challenges of
the public, non-governmental and private sector.

Dr. Vrabevski and Deputy Minister Sacheva opened a
new computer room in Blagoevgrad and a newly equipped
kindergarten in Delchevo

39

The Gotse Delchev Professional High School of Tourism and Light Industries in Blagoevgrad
started the new academic year with a brand new computer room donated by Dr. Milen
Vrabevski, Chair of Bulgarian Memory Foundation. The Deputy Minister of Education and
Science Denitsa Sacheva and Dr. Vrabevski opened officially the renovated classroom
equipped with 20 PCs, 6 laptops, 2 laser printers, a multimedia projector and a presentation
board.
Later on the same day in Delchevo, Macedonia, Deputy Minister Sacheva and Dr. Vrabevski
also opened two newly equipped study-rooms in the Happy Colours Kindergarten, again
thanks to investment of the Chair of Bulgarian Memory Foundation. Now the kindergarten
has new tables and chairs, sports utilities and electronic scales with a measure to monitor
the growth of the kids.
The event was hosted by the mayor of Delchevo, Goran Traykovski. He discussed with
Dr. Vrabevski and Deputy Minister Sacheva different possibilities for active cross-border
cooperation with particular details.
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The programme aims to bring together talented university students and young professionals
from all over the world who are interested in developing their leadership skills. The participants
will meet many leading professors from top universities such as Oxford, Georgetown, The
Sorbonne and guest lecturers from Bulgaria. Some of the training courses intended for the
grant holders cover negotiating skills, presentation skills and public speaking, effective
decision-making, leadership and communication, preparation for job interviews and
psychology of global leadership. The courses will offer numerous simulations, opportunities
for group work and projects.

20 September

26 September

BMF published “MY BULGARIA”, a reference history book
with a free electronic version

9 October

Dr. Vrabevski gave a motivating talk in front of a young
active audience from Yambol

Bulgarian Memory Foundation and Prosveta Publishing Group published the first learning aid
that covers chronologically the whole history of Bulgaria. The electronic version of the book
titled “My Bulgaria” is accessible for free reading and download from Bulgaria and abroad.
It can be found by all students, teachers and inquisitive readers at www.moyata.bg.

What do we need to be successful? Why is it important to think about the good of Bulgaria
and can we actually change things we do not like in society? These were some of the
questions that Dr. Vrabevski discussed in front of nearly 90 people in Art Gallery “George
Papazov”, Yambol.

The book is authored by Prof. Dr. Plamen Pavlov, Prof. Dr. Plamen Mitev, Prof. Lizbet Lyubenova
and Associate Prof. Dr. Veselina Vachkova. The material has been consulted with many
teachers. Katya Ilieva teacher and principal of the Private High School “Tsar Simeon Veliki”
contributed significantly to the language of the book, making sure that the serious historical
information is presented in an accessible and understandable manner to the students.

He gave his inspiring talk at the initiative and by invitation of one of the most active citizens of
Yambol, the psychologist Pavel Todorov. The event was attended by many young people,
students at the elite schools in the city, representatives of Tundzha and Yambol Municipalities,
entrepreneurs, business representatives, media and many guests from other towns in the
country.

The book contains 51 topics covering the history of Bulgaria from prehistory to contemporary
times. The topics are presented concisely but comprehensively, with rich illustrative material
and photos. Along with the main moments from our history, it also includes some less known
facts, events and people in order to provoke the interest and curiosity of the reader. The
authors have selected various sources telling about our ancestors and their life, about the
persons who became role models and about the reasons for us to be proud of our country.

Traditionally, after the lecture Dr. Vrabevski answered questions from the audience. The
session showed what interests the active young people from Yambol. The event ended with a
cocktail party where the guests had the opportunity to make contacts and have discussions
with Dr. Vrabevski and each other, sharing ideas and impressions from the lecture.
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19 October

Young people from Macedonia travel in Bulgaria with
the support of Dr. Milen Vrabevski

43

Nearly 60 young people from the Macedonian municipalities of Delchevo, Pehchevo,
Berovo, Makedonska Kamenitsa and Vinitsa embarked on a two-day educational trip in
Bulgaria at the initiative and with the financing of Dr. Milen Vrabevski and Bulgarian Memory
Foundation. Many of them were visiting Bulgaria for the first time.
The first stop on the trip was in Blagoevgrad. The young people visited the Regional Historical
Museum and the historical district of Varosha.
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Upon their arrival in Sofia the participants had the opportunity to hear the impressive
presentation of Yordanka Todorova, a member of Youth Team Europe, who explained how
the EU was established, how it is structured and how It works. She talked about the roles of
the main institutions in the EU, its importance for the Member States and their people, and
the possibilities for development it offers. During the presentation there was also a quiz. The
most active and quick-witted students were awarded. The young people from Macedonia
met and talked with Dr. Milen Vrabevski and the team of BMF about the possibilities for
professional development and successful future careers.

30 October

44

Robots, artificial intelligence and virtual reality took over the 23rd
Autumn Workshop of Bulgarian Memory Foundation, held with the
kind support of Hanns Seidel Foundation, the Representation of the
European Commission in Bulgaria and the Municipality of Varna
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A virtual host opened the 23rd edition of the Autumn Workshop of Bulgarian Memory
Foundation on the topic of entrepreneurship and high technologies. The forum was held
for the 11th consecutive year and immersed the nearly 200 participants from the Bulgarian
diaspora in the world of virtual reality, artificial intelligence, humanoid robots, 3D mapping,
nanosatellites and many others.
The young people met inspiring lecturers. The programme was practically oriented
and focused on the successful future of the participants that is inextricably linked to the
development of digital competences, the knowledge of the main entrepreneurial principles
and the technologies and job opportunities provided by the high-tech industries.

EDUCATION AND EU INTEGRATION
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The opening of the educational forum was attended by the Chair of Bulgarian Memory
Foundation, Dr. Milen Vrabevski, the mayor of Varna, Ivan Portnih, the head of the European
Commission Representation in Bulgaria, Ognian Zlatev, the Deputy Minister of the Bulgarian
Presidency of the Council of the EU, Monika Panayotova and the Bulgarian representative
of Hanns Seidel Foundation, Bogdan Mirchev.
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12 November

Dr. Milen Vrabevski gave an inspiring lecture in front
of 250 people in Varna
Nearly 250 people came to hear the inspiring talk of Dr. Milen Vrabevski titled Psychology
of Success in his hometown Varna. High-school and university students, university professors,
entrepreneurs, representatives of businesses and many active citizens poured into Black Sea
Hotel’s Varna Hall for the motivating speech of the Chair of Bulgarian Memory Foundation.
The event was received with huge interest. The most impatient guests arrived an hour before
the start of the lecture. In front of the packed hall Dr. Vrabevski gave a concise straightforward
talk about the experience he has gained through the years, his formula of success and the
mindset that we need in order to achieve progress and develop our personalities.

16 November

250 children attended the workshop on Entrepreneurship
and High Technologies in Delchevo, Macedonia
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Bulgarian Memory Foundation and Dr. Milen Vrabevski organized and financed an
educational forum on Entrepreneurship and High Technologies in Delchevo, Macedonia.
Nearly 250 young people had the chance to participate and hear the presentations of Biser
Manolov from Forbes Bulgaria, who talked about the future of cryptocurrencies, and Boris
Hristov from 356labs who shared the secrets of attention-getting presentations. The Workshop
continued with the topics of robotics and artificial intelligence. The young participants had
the opportunity to build their own robots and to learn how to use a 3D printer.
The workshop is a part of the long-standing programme of Bulgarian Memory Foundation for
cross-border collaboration and innovations in learning.

After the end of the lecture Dr. Vrabevski was open for questions. Many young entrepreneurs
from Varna and the region took the opportunity to ask his opinion or advice regarding
particular matters of interest.
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The event was organized by Varna Technical University and Business Agency Association in
partnership with the Municipality of Varna.
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20-25 November

An innovative Bulgarian-Lithuanian methodology for
project-based learning in entrepreneurship was tested in Sofia
Bulgarian Memory Foundation in collaboration with Project-Based Learning Institute, Lithuania,
implemented the next stage of a two-year project titled “EntrepreneurshipXchange through
project-based learning”. The aim of this stage was to test a previously developed innovative
learning methodology in entrepreneurship among representatives of the academic and
teaching circles, social workers and other people who would implement it with their target
groups.
Ten people from Bulgaria and Lithuania with experience in informal education participated
in the testing of the innovative methodology for project-based learning in entrepreneurship
during a five-day meeting in Sofia. The event included many interactive games, lectures and
workshops. The participants had the opportunity to talk with proven leaders in the field of
entrepreneurship and economy.

6 December

Bulgarian Memory Foundation won a new prestigious
award for its educational activities
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Bulgarian Memory Foundation won a new prestigious award for its educational activities: an
overall quality mark for the implementation of a project under the Erasmus+ programme,
Key Action 1, Learning mobility for individuals, Youth Sector, project title: Volunteering – a
tool for increasing youth employment through developing skills.
The main aim of the project was to provide opportunities to young people to acquire
valuable experience and professional skills through volunteering. The Foundation’s ambition
during the implementation of the project was to have the volunteers contribute to the local
community and the host organization with their time and labour. In turn, the participants
had the opportunity to practice their skills, acquire new competences and cultural and
social knowledge, thus investing in their own future.
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The two-year project titled „EntrepreneurshipXchange through project-based learning” (No.
2017-1-BG01-KA205-035758) is co-funded by the Erasmus+ programme, Key Action 2, and
implemented by Bulgarian Memory Foundation (Bulgaria) in partnership with PBL Institute
(Lithuania).
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7 December

Sixty children from Macedonia came to visit Bulgaria
by invitation of Dr. Milen Vrabevski

BMF launches a project for increasing the rate of youth
employment in Bulgaria, Macedonia and Serbia
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Bulgarian Memory Foundation in partnership with “Grupa liberalnih, ambicioznik i solidarnih”
– GLAS (Bosilegrad, Serbia) and Association for Macedonian-Bulgarian friendship (Bitolya,
Macedonia) started a project titled “Increasing the level of youth employment through
development of digital skills” financed under the Erasmus+ programme.

The second day of their visit started with an interesting lecture by Monika Panayotova,
Deputy Minister at the Ministry of the Bulgarian Presidency of the Council of the EU in 2018.
She gave the participants useful information about the European Union and its institutions,
and shared the results of the successful Bulgarian Presidency whose main priority was the
European perspective and connectivity of the Western Balkans.

The aim of the project is to train 60 young people from Bulgaria, Serbia and Macedonia
in digital skills through informal education in order to contribute to the increase of youth
employment, to prevent digital and social exclusion and to facilitate their integration in
the labour market. The project is directed towards the need for young people who can
confidently and critically use the technologies of the information society for work, leisure and
communication.

The students also met and talked with Dr. Milen Vrabevski and the team of BMF about the
possibilities for collaboration that are now opening for Bulgaria and Macedonia on the road
to our common European future.

The project titled “Increasing the level of youth employment through development of digital
skills” (No. 2018-2-BG01-KA105-048128) is financed under the Erasmus+ programme, Key
Action 1, Learning mobility for individuals.
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Sixty students from Delchevo, Pehchevo, Berovo, Makedonska Kamenitsa and Vinitsa visited
Sofia and Blagoevgrad during a two-day educational trip in Bulgaria at the initiative and
with the financing of Dr. Milen Vrabevski and Bulgarian Memory Foundation. The participants
had the opportunity to see the Regional Historical Museum in Blagoevgrad and then take a
walk in the historical district of Varosha in the town center.

10 December

14 December

The educational book “MY BULGARIA” is presented
at Sofia International Book Fair
The educational book “My Bulgaria. Short history for young readers” was officially presented
at Sofia International Book Fair. The unique book is a collaborative project of Dr. Milen
Vrabevski, Bulgarian Memory Foundation and Prosveta Publishing Group.
The book is especially valuable, as it is the result of the work of four eminent Bulgarian
historians and university professors: Prof. Lizbet Lyubenova, Assistant Prof. Dr. Veselina
Vachkova, Prof. Plamen Pavlov and Prof. Plamen Mitev. They are specializing in different
branches of the historical science, but the work on the book united them for a common
cause – to pass their valuable knowledge to the young generations. “My Bulgaria” offers
serious historical information in an uncomplicated language that can easily be understood
by students thanks to the contribution of Katya Ilieva, Deputy Director and teacher at Private
High School “Tsar Simeon Veliki”.

EDUCATION AND EU INTEGRATION

“My Bulgaria” has no analogue on the market. In contrast to the curricula approved by
the Ministry of Education and Science, where the history material is divided by grades, it
gives the opportunity to young and adult readers alike to review the whole Bulgarian history
chronologically.

PATRIOTISM
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22 January

Dr. Milen Vrabevski supported the publication of a unique
historical book about Belene
Bulgarian Memory Foundation supported the publication of Borislav Skochev’s book “Belene
Concentration Camp 1949-1987”. Dr. Milen Vrabevski was a special guest at the discussion
on this unique historical work. With its 924 pages and nearly 1800 notes, this is one of the
most fundamental pieces of Bulgarian research on the topic so far. Therefore the book of
Borislav Skochev is an invaluable contribution not only to the Bulgarian, but also to the world
historiography.
The event took place on 22 January with the participation of: Hristo Hristov, investigative
journalist and representative of Truth and Memory Foundation that recently organized the
exhibition “Witnesses: Memories from Belene Concentration Camp”; a representative of
Evgeni Bosilkov Cultural Centre in the town of Belene, and Father Paolo Cortesi. Prof. Evelina
Kelbecheva presented a historical review of the period.

Bulgarian Memory Foundation supported the celebrations
on the occasion of the 20th Anniversary of the Association
of Banat Bulgarians in Bulgaria
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Dr. Milen Vrabevski was the main sponsor of the celebrations on the occasion of the 20th
Anniversary of the Association of Banat Bulgarians in Bulgaria - “Flamis”. The events included
a scientific conference titled “Banat Bulgarians: Before and Now”, organized by the Institute
of Ethnology and Folklore Studies with Ethnographic Museum at the Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences and the Association of Banat Bulgarians in Bulgaria. The aim of the conference was
to analyze, discuss and disseminate different aspects of the old and contemporary history,
culture and identity of Banat Bulgarians.
The 20th Anniversary of the Association of the Banat Bulgarians in Bulgaria, “Flamis”, was
celebrated on January 26 with a big concert titled “Flamis and Friends”. This event was also
held with the financial and organizational support of Bulgarian Memory Foundation. The
performers included Dance Ensemble Flamis, ensemble Palukenka from Stár Bišnov, Romania,
dance ensemble Trakia from Babata village, Ukraine and all other friends of “Flamis” who
had asked to participate. The concert recreated the magic that bonds Bulgarians all around
the world.

PATRIOTISM
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The ex-prisoners Tsvetana Dzhermanova, Petko Ogoyski, Dyanko Markov and Sabri Iskender
talked about the nightmare they have been through, and Vasil Georgiev “The Patch” took
the guests to the island with his unforgettable “Song about Shtekata”.

26 January
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1 March

BMF celebrated the 140th anniversary of Bulgaria’s liberation
from Ottoman rule with a lecture in history and original essays
On the 1st of March in the meeting room of Teteven Municipality Prof. Plamen Mitev gave a
lecture in history. The occasion was the upcoming national day, the 3rd of March, and the
celebration of the 140th anniversary of Bulgaria’s liberation. The initiative was supported by
the chair of Bulgarian Memory Foundation, Dr. Milen Vrabevski.
In his lecture Prof. Mitev discussed key events in the Russo-Turkish War and the voluntary
participation of thousands of Bulgarian combatants, called Opalchentsi, including some 50
soldiers from Teteven. The Professor highlighted the important role of these brave Bulgarians
who, with their actions, contributed significantly to the victory over the Ottoman Empire and
the freedom of the Bulgarian people.

11 April

The Holy Fire was transported by plane
from Bulgaria to Macedonia
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Dr. Milen Vrabevski provided a plane to transport the Holy Fire from Bulgaria to Macedonia.
“This really is a unique moment in history. For the first time Bulgaria gives the Holy Fire to
Macedonia, showing the real dimensions of our brotherly bond. This event is so symbolic,
logical and grand, that nothing should stand in our way to accomplishing it.” – said Dr.
Vrabevsky in front of journalists during the flight to Skopje.

The programme continued with awards for the participants in the essay contest on the
topic: “140 years since Bulgaria’s liberation” where the young authors had presented their
individual points of view and thoughts about the event.
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The celebration was attended by the mayor of Teteven Municipality, Dr. Madlena
Boyadzhieva, the deputy mayors Boris Vrabevski and Svilen Rusinov, the chair of Municipal
Council – Teteven, Mariya Stoycheva, many students, teachers and townspeople. Dr.
Boyadzhieva and Dr. Milen Vrabevski welcomed the guests.
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4 May

Bulgarian Memory Foundation restored the monument
of Bulgaria’s independence.
The monument of Bulgaria’s Independence in front of the National Art Gallery was fully
restored by the restorer Kalin Todorov at the initiative and with the financing of Bulgarian
Memory Foundation.
Before the restoration some of the plates of the monument were separated from its base.
The stone’s surface was covered in spots and corrosion elements. The inscriptions on the
stone plates were unreadable. The bronze plastic was actively corroding and, at places,
separated from the base. Moisture was seeping through the fractured joints, contributing to
the mechanical destruction of the whole construction.
Therefore the expert restorer took care to strengthen all separate plates and the bronze
relief. He filled the joints, removed the superficial stains and processed the corroded details
on the bronze relief and the garland. He restored all inscriptions on the monument and
applied anti-graffiti protection.
Now the monument once again lights up the capital city center to remind us of one of the
most important moments in Bulgarian history.

6 May

The president of Bulgaria and more than 600 people
celebrated the 6th of May in Novo Selo, Macedonia
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On the day of the heavenly protector of the Bulgarian army, St. George, more than 600 people from
both sides of the border paid tribute to the memory of the Bulgarian soldiers who had given their lives
in the name of the country. The joint commemoration was organized for the 12th consecutive year by
Bulgarian Memory Foundation and Dr. Milen Vrabevski. It was traditionally held at the Bulgarian War
Memorial in Novo Selo, Macedonia.
Hundreds of civilians, politicians, public figures, ambassadors and diplomats from Bulgaria and
Macedonia celebrated together the Day of Bravery at the sanctuary where the remains of 71
Bulgarian soldiers who died in the First and Second Balkan Wars and World War I are buried. The
soldiers were from all regions of contemporary Bulgaria and from the territories ceded with the Treaty
of Neuilly-sur-Seine.
The special guests at the event included Dr. Milen Vrabevski, Chair of Bulgarian Memory Foundation,
Mr. Rumen Radev, President of the Republic of Bulgaria, Andrey Kovechev, Member of the European
Parliament, Assistant Prof. Dr. Todor Chobanov, Deputy Mayor of Sofia, Boro Stoychev, Mayor of
Novo Selo, the military attachеs of Bulgaria and Macedonia, and Dimitar Brachkov, Mayor of Petrich,
among others.
Again this year His Beatitude Archbishop Stefan, head of the Macedonian Orthodox Church, and His
Eminence Metropolitan Naum of Strumica, conducted a service in memory of the fallen heroes.
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During the event students from Strumica, Macedonia were awarded for their successful participation
in the essay contest of Bulgarian Memory Foundation titled “My hero from 11th Macedonian Infantry
Division”.
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10 May

“The ethnic borders of Bulgaria in the 21st century” –
discussion with Dr. Milen Vrabevski
By invitation of students from Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski” Dr. Milen Vrabevski
participated in a discussion on the topic of the ethnic borders of Bulgaria in the 21st century.
The event was held on 10 May in Hall 1 of the University’s Rectorate and attracted many
young people interested in the topic.

Dozens of people protested against the decisions
of the Holy Synod
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Dozens of active citizens demonstrated against the outrageous decisions of the Holy Synod,
made on 14 May, 2018, and expressed their disapproval of the outright anti-state activity of
the Synod.
The people converged in front of the Synodal Palace, united in their request for the Bulgarian
Patriarch Neophyte to call an extraordinary meeting of the Holy Synod in order to review the
decision of 14 May. Support is needed in the efforts to achieve cohesion and spiritual unity
with the people on the other side of the border in the name of the common prosperity.
The protesters urged Patriarch Neophyte to once again express his opinion publicly in support
of our brothers and to conduct a concelebration on 28 May on the occasion of the 1000th
anniversary of the establishment of the Archbishopric of Ohrid in Macedonia.
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“At this stage of our development, if we want to keep our ethnic core and historical identity,
it is not enough to just explore our glorious past. We need an effective present. We need to
understand that we are the country, an inseparable part of this community. So we must, as
soon as possible, take a look around and search for the new beginning with our participation”
– stated Dr. Vrabevski in front of the students.

16 May
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17 May

The Monument of Revolutionaries was restored with
a donation made by Dr. Milen Vrabevski
Bulgarian Memory Foundation and Dr. Milen Vrabevski initiated and financed the complete
restoration and conservation of the Monument of Revolutionaries from Macedonia, Western
and Eastern Thrace. It is located on Stefan Stambolov Blvd. and perpetuates the memory of
the heroes who gave their lives for the freedom of Bulgaria. The restoration of the national
symbol was completed by the restorer Kalin Todorov.
As one of the best restorers in Bulgaria he took care to preserve the historical symbol by
strengthening, jointing and processing the stone of which the monument was built, in order
to protect it from the atmospheric conditions. He also removed the superficial stains, restored
all inscriptions and applied anti-graffiti protection.

22 May

A new protest against the decisions
of the Holy Synod
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Dozens of social activists, citizens and public figures gathered in front of the Synodal
Palace to once again express their opinion against the decision of the Holy Synod not to
send a delegation on the occasion of the 1000th anniversary of the establishment of the
Archbishopric of Ohrid.
During the protest it became clear that some of the metropolitan bishops have called for an
extraordinary meeting.

BEFORE

AFTER
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Now the monument proudly lightens its vicinity and reminds us of the feat and the revolutionary
ardour of our ancestors in the name of the country. After the restoration the names of the
hundreds of revolutionaries from Macedonia, Western and Eastern Thrace, who gave their
lives for Bulgaria, are clearly visible and readable. It is our duty to preserve the memory of
the heroes!
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24 May

70 Seventy students from Macedonia and Albania joined the
festive procession on the occasion of 24 May
Between the 23rd and the 25th of May 70 students from Macedonia and Albania arrived in
Bulgaria at the initiative and through the financing of Bulgarian Memory Foundation. They were
special participants in the festive procession on the occasion of the 24th of May, the Day of the
Holy Brothers Cyril and Methodius, when Bulgaria celebrates its education and culture. They paid
tribute to the saints together with their peers from Private High School “Tsar Simeon Veliki”.
This collaborative initiative between Bulgarian Memory Foundation, Private High School “Tsar
Simeon Veliki” and the schools in Macedonia and Albania took place for a consecutive year.
It falls in the scope of activities of the Foundation directed towards cross-border cooperation,
integration, socialization and European perspective for the young people from Bulgaria and the
Bulgarian communities from the historical diaspora in countries neighboring the EU: Serbia, the
Republic of Macedonia (FYROM), Albania, Moldova and Ukraine.

The book Pro Bulgaria was published for the first time in
Bulgarian with the support of Bulgarian Memory Foundation
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The book Pro Bulgaria, written and published in French about 105 years ago by Louis-Emil Eyer
known as “the Swiss with a Bulgarian heart”, is now, for the first time, available in Bulgarian.
This project was an idea of the attorney Stanislav Stanev and became reality with the support
of Bulgarian Memory Foundation and Dr. Milen Vrabevski.
The translation was completed by two alumni of Romain Rolland Foreign Language School
in Stara Zagora: Evgeni Ivanov, attorney, and Dimitar Angelov, PhD student in International
Law. The book embodying Bulgarian patriotism was officially presented in front of dozens of
people in the building of the Federation of the Scientific and Technical Unions in Bulgaria.
The inspiring heroic example of “the Swiss with a Bulgarian heart” deserves to be remembered
and told, while the legacy of his good deeds and progressive thinking must be continued.
For more than 11 years now Bulgarian Memory Foundation has been supporting projects
connected with the cultivation of patriotism in the youngest members of our society through
initiatives for protection and socialization of our cultural and historical heritage, and it will
continue to do so.
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The students attended a rich thematic educational and cultural programme. On 23 May the
celebration started with an interactive session giving them the opportunity to get to know each
other. In the mood of the festivities Assistant Prof. Dr. Ana Kocheva gave a lecture titled “The
language of Cyril and Methodius in Europe and the world”. The deputy chair of “So Close, So Far
Association”, Snezhana Yoveva” immersed them in the world of digital culture with her talk about
the innovative forms for preservation and dissemination of our cultural identity.

27 June
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6 July

Scientists from all over the country celebrated the 150th
anniversary of the heroic deed of Hadzhi Dimitar and
Stefan Karadzha’s band

Dr. Milen Vrabevski supported the 11th Folklore Costume
Festival in Zheravna

Scientists, researchers and journalists from all over Bulgaria participated in the national
scientific conference held on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the heroic deed of
Hadzhi Dimitar and Stefan Karadzha’s band. The conference was organized by the Faculty
of History at Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski” and Bulgarian Memory Foundation.

The chair of Bulgarian Memory Foundation participated in the 11th edition of the International
Folklore Costume Festival in Zheravna. He was a special guest at the event by invitation of
the organizers from National Ensemble “Balgare”. Dr. Milen Vrabevski is among the friends
and supporters of the patriotic initiative that allows the visitors to immerse themselves in the
world of the Bulgarian life and traditions of 150 years ago.

The scientific forum was attended by researchers from Sofia University, Veliko Tarnovo
University, the University of Library Studies and Information Technology, Plovdiv University,
the National Military University and the Regional Historical Museum in Veliko Tarnovo, as
well as by historians, journalists and local researchers from all over the country. The scientists
discussed topics connected to the confirmed information about the band, formed in 1868 in
attempt to raise a popular uprising, and also to the arguable and unsolved questions about
the historical events at that time.

In 2016 Dr. Milen Vrabevski was given the award „Apostle of Bulgarian Spirit“ which is awarded
to persons with special contributions to the preservation and development of the Bulgarian
historical and cultural memory. The 80-member jury unanimously decided to give the award
to him because of his long-standing efforts related to the preservation of our national identity
and values and the support rendered to the Bulgarian communities beyond the borders of
the country.

Researchers shared interesting facts about the origin of the idea for rebellion in 1868. They
talked about the weapons and the tactics of the band, as well as about the actual physical
portrait of Hadzhi Dimitar based on the known data and expert analysis.
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This unique event gave people the opportunity to examine up close the way of life and the
customs of our ancestors from the Renaissance.
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17-19 August
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24-26 August

Dr. Milen Vrabevski supported the
4th International Forum “Bulgarian Heritage”
Dr. Milen Vrabevski provided organizational and financial support for the realization of the
4th International Forum “Bulgarian Heritage”. The forum gathers together Bulgarians from
Moldova, Ukraine, Romania and Bulgaria who work in the field of contemporary literature,
local researchers, folklore dance ensembles and choirs. The International Forum “Bulgarian
Heritage” took place on 24 – 26 August in Balchik. The official programme was open and
there was no entrance fee.
Dr. Vrabevski was a special guest at the conference “140 years since the Liberation”
organized as a part of the Forum. He attended it together with Prof. Plamen Mitev and Prof.
Plamen Pavlov.

Bulgarian Memory Foundation supported the participation of
students from the village of Kochan in the fast climb of the
stairs to the Freedom Monument
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Students from High School “Hristo Smirnenski” in the village of Kochan /Blagoevgrad region/
participated in the annual school competition for climbing the 894 stairs to the Freedom
Monument at the top of Shipka peak.
For the 4th consecutive year the participation of the children from Kochan was fully supported
by Bulgarian Memory Foundation and its chair, Dr. Milen Vrabevski. All students received
medals for their efforts and Yusein Kenaliev finished third. All contestants in the team of High
School “Hristo Smirnenski” climbed successfully the 894 stairs to the Freedom Monument and
received special certificates.
The competition was organized by Municipal Administration – Gabrovo in connection to
the national celebrations of the 141st Anniversary of the Battle of Shipka Pass. The event was
organized in a way appealing to the children to help preserve the historical memory through
the generations.
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“My support for the International Festival “Bulgarian Heritage” is a part of the programme
of BMF for preservation of the Bulgarian traditions, European integration of our diaspore
and focus on the constructive and positive in the name of our common European future.
Never stop fostering the Bulgarian spirit, never stop fighting for European integration in its true
sense.” – said Dr. Milen Vrabevski, Chair of Bulgarian Memory Foundation, to the audience.

28 August
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26 October

Scientists from all over the world gathered in Veliko Tarnovo for
an international conference on the occasion of the
60th birthday of Prof. Plamen Pavlov
The international scientific conference “Bulgaria, the Bulgarians and the World” held on the
occasion of the 60th anniversary of Prof. Plamen Pavlov brought to Veliko Tarnovo more than
100 scientists from Bulgaria and the world.
The scientific forum was dedicated to the topic: “Ruler, state and church on the Medieval
Balkans”. It was held with the support of Bulgarian Memory Foundation and Veliko Tarnovo
Municipality and was organized by the Faculty of History (FH) and the Centre for Medieval
Studies at Veliko Tarnovo University “St. St. Cyril and Methodius” (VTU).
The official opening of the scientific conference took place in the Aula of Veliko Tarnovo
University. It was attended by Eng. Daniel Pavlov, mayor of Veliko Tarnovo Municipality,
Acad. Vasil Gyuzelev, Assistant Prof. Dr. Dimitar Dimitrov, the deputy rector of VTU, Assoc.
Prof. Nikolay Kanev, acting Dean of FH at VTU, Assistant Prof. Dr. Ivan Lazarov, head of the
Department of Old and Medieval History, FH, VTU and Prof. Plamen Pavlov.

An extensive investigation on Jewish emigration shows the
path to salvation of thousands of people through and from
Bulgaria
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Bulgarian Memory Foundation and the Archives State Agency presented the results from the first
stage of their joint project “An investigation on the Jewish emigration through and from Bulgaria
and the Balkans in the years of World War II (1939-1945)”.
The study presents a thorough analysis of the mechanisms for passage of the Jewish refugees
leaving continental Europe through and from Bulgaria and the Balkans. It highlights the efforts of
several Bulgarian diplomats who assisted the passage of Jews through Bulgaria, but also shows
the whole picture of the movement of Jewish refugees through our country in the years of the
war.
The extraction of data from the visa documents of Jews who tried to pass through the territory of
Bulgaria gave the scientists the idea to create an internet page with archive materials about the
Jewish emigration through and from Bulgaria and the Balkans. Until now more than 9000 scanned
images of documents have been uploaded on the website of the Archives State Agency and
their number is constantly increasing.
Due to the great value of the investigation for the Bulgarian scientists, the project will soon acquire
more significant international dimensions.
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At the conference world-renowned historians and medievalists presented their scientific
reports. Among them were Acad. Vasil Gyuzelev, Prof. Miroslav Leshka from Poland and
Prof. Patrick Lecaque from the USA.

8 November
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21 November

A unique phototypical edition of Fish Primer was released on the
book market with the support of BMF
Bulgarian History Association supported by Bulgarian Memory Foundation created a unique
high-quality edition of Primer with Various Instructions (Fish Primer) by Dr. Petar Beron. It is
dedicated to the 220th anniversary from the birth of the distinguished Bulgarian that will be
celebrated in 2019.
This edition differs from all others because the original texts of Fish Primer are presented in
parallel with their more contemporary versions prepared by Prof. Liliya Ilieva to make reading
easier. The book offers structured information in separate sections, many footnotes and a
rich foreword that immerses the reader in the context of the creation of this notable work
that brought literacy to whole generations in the past.

29 November

Dr. Vrabevski provided awards for the winners in a national
history contest dedicated to the 170th anniversary since
the birth of Hristo Botev
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Dr. Milen Vrabevski and Bulgarian Memory Foundation supported financially the National
History Contest under the motto “170 years since the birth of Hristo Botev – 170 years on
the path to freedom and immortality”. The contest was planned and realized by Regional
Department for Education, Varna and the History Club at First Language School, Varna,
headed by Mrs. Neli Dimova.
The chair of Bulgarian Memory Foundation provided motivating cash prizes, certificates and
books for the participants who took the first and the second place. Fifty-five schools from 49
towns from all over the country participated with more than 250 student projects.
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On 29 – 30 November, as a part of the event and again with the support of Dr. Vrabevski,
the city of Varna hosted a national round table and a student conference dedicated to the
170th anniversary from the birth of Hristo Botev.
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1 December

More than 250 people from Bulgaria and Macedonia gathered
to commemorate 100 years since the death of
Metropolitan Gerasim Strumishki

BMF awarded the winning students in the contest “Heroes
are never forgotten: 11th Macedonian Division and 115 years
since the heroic deed of Radon Todev and his band”
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More than 20 talented students from Southeast Bulgaria were awarded for their excellent
results in the contest “Heroes are never forgotten: 11th Macedonian Division and 115 years
since the heroic deed of Radon Todev and his band”.

The ceremony was conducted by His Eminence Metropolitan Naum of Strumica. After the
service in memory of Gerasim Strumishki, Prof. Lizbet Lyubenova from the Institute for Historical
Studies at BAS presented interesting facts about his life and work.

The contest was organized by Bulgarian Memory Foundation, the Municipal Council on
Narcotic Substances, Municipality of Blagoevgrad, Municipality of Bansko and Regional
Department of Education – Blagoevgrad. Special guests of the official ceremony that
took place in “22 September” Hall in Blagoevgrad were Mr. Zhivko Kosturov from Bulgarian
Memory Foundation, Mr. Ivan Stoyanov, deputy governor of Blagoevgrad region and Dr.
Temenuzhka Lyubenova, chair of the Municipal Council on Narcotic Substances.

The service at the Cathedral Temple “St. St. Cyril and Mehodius”, where the remains of
Metropolitan Gerasim are kept, was attended by many citizens, including students and
teachers, from Gotse Delchev, Petrich, Delchevo and Strumica who honoured the memory
of the Bulgarian cleric.

The participants in the contest were distributed in three age groups and competed in three
categories: literary work, drawing and multimedia presentation. Mr. Kosturov from Bulgarian
Memory Foundation gave certificates and motivating cash rewards to the winning students
on behalf of Dr. Milen Vrabevski.
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More than 250 people from Bulgaria and Macedonia gathered at Cathedral Temple “St. St.
Cyril and Mehodius” /Strumica/ to commemorate 100 years since the death of Metropolitan
Gerasim Strumishki. Communicative and gifted with great eloquence, he devoted his life to
service to the Exarchate in the Eparchy of Strumica. The joint commemoration was realized
at the initiative and with the financial support of the chair of Bulgarian Memory Foundation,
Dr. Milen Vrabevski, and with the assistance of the Bulgarian Cultural Club in Skopje.

17 December

DEMOGRAPHY
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14 April

Dr. Vrabevski supported the annual meeting of I Want a
Baby Foundation
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The annual meeting of the Foundation “I Want A Baby” that will celebrate its 11th anniversary
in 2018 was held on 14 April, at Marina Cape Resort, Aheloy. The first and most active donor
for the cause of the Foundation, Dr. Milen Vrabevski, was a special guest at the event.
“You can build a society and lead it in a positive direction. Do not abandon the cause,
even when you feel somewhat disappointed. Frustration is a form of mentality. In such hard
moments it is important to focus on the beneficial in order to compensate for all negative
forces that surround you. Influence your environment. A man is what he thinks he is. What you
focus on is what happens. So give birth to beneficial thoughts,” stated Dr. Vrabevski during
his speech.
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The annual meeting was also attended by Ema Hristozova, coordinator of The Big Family
project. The initiative started in 2015 in support of families with three or more children in
Bulgaria. In 2018 for the first time it will be carried out under the patronage of the man who
has supported the largest number of families, Dr. Milen Vrabevski.
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19 May

More than 200 parents and children gathered at the
First National Assembly of The Big Family
More than 200 parents and children gathered in the North Park of Sofia for the First National
Assembly of families with many kids. The Big Family initiative is under the auspices of Dr. Milen
Vrabevski who has been a collaborator and a donor of the campaign since its beginning.
The big families in Bulgaria are also planning to launch a new initiative. They will look for
cooperation from the state, the responsible businesses and the municipalities in order to
create a fund dedicated to the education and quality of life of the children in big families.
We at Bulgarian Memory Foundation believe that the birth, care, education and upbringing
of children are priorities for all citizens, institutions and organizations in the country. We also
believe that by contributing to the well-being and prosperity of families who raise their three
or more children with dignity and love, we will make a big step ahead in the dissemination
of the bright idea of the big Bulgarian family.

31 May

Dr. Vrabevski was nominated for
a Hero of Children
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The National Network for Children nominated Dr. Milen Vrabevski for the title Hero of
Children for his contribution to the well-being of the children in Bulgaria. He was awarded
for his long-standing efforts in combating the demographic crisis and his investments in the
education of talented young Bulgarians from the country and our historical diaspora, and of
disadvantaged children.
Dr. Milen Vrabevski is among the friends of the Big Family initiative since its creation. From
2018 onwards the campaign will be under his auspices so that the families that have taken
the responsibility to give Bulgaria three or more children can receive real help and attention.
The First National Assembly of Bulgarian families with many children was held on 19 May,
in the framework of The Big Family campaign. The event was funded by Dr. Vrabevski and
offered many surprises to its young and adult participants.
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Also 35 children were born after successful in vitro procedures supported financially by
Bulgarian Memory Foundation. The demographic crisis in Bulgaria is among the main priorities
of the Foundation. Dr. Vrabevski considers it important to invest in the increase of the birth
rate and the share of big families in Bulgaria. He is among the founders of “The Big Family”, “I
Want a Baby” and “Mothers for Donation”
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11 July

Real support for the Bulgarian families
with many children
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Bulgarian Memory Foundation became a partner of the first-ever campaign to encourage
an increase in the birth rate „Do It For Bulgaria“. Its organizer is the non-governmental
organization DNA.

The national statistics clearly show that for a period of 10 years the Bulgarian families with
three or more children have decreased by about 18 000. Only 5 percent of all Bulgarians
have three or more children and their share is decreasing. The alarming statistics are due to
the decreasing birth rate, ageing population and emigration.

The campaign is open to couples whose babies are conceived in 2016. The future parents
must upload on the Facebook page of the campaign a selfie of the positive pregnancy test,
an ultrasound image or a picture of the born baby with hashtag #pravimgozabg. For every
shared pregnancy, DNA provides a minimum of BGN 1 to the Foundation „I Want a Baby“ to
help couples with reproductive problems.

Until now Dr. Milen Vrabevski has been the most generous donor for the big families in
Bulgaria and the neighboring countries. He helps dozens of families from Plovdiv, Sofia,
Lovech, Radomir, Godech and other towns to raise their kids. Thanks to Dr. Vrabevski’s help
the families have the chance to raise their three or more children with dignity, providing
them with a normal living environment and conditions for successful development.

For all children who are part of the campaign, DNA organized a mass baptism ceremony.
Other events targeting current and future parents were also implemented within the
campaign. In cooperation with the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and representatives of
the civil society, legislative initiatives aimed at encouraging an increase in the birth rate will
also be drafted.
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The year of 2018 is special for The Big Family. Indeed in 2018 the first and closest friend of the
initiative since its creation in 2013, Dr. Milen Vrabevski, took it under his patronage with the
responsibility and determination to provide real support to the big Bulgarian families in raising
their children.

Partner of the campaign
“Do it for Bulgaria”

Support for the Foundations “I Want a Baby”
and “Mothers for Donation”
Since 2007 Dr. Milen Vrabevski has invested in his own donation program in support of
families with reproductive problems, as well as in initiatives and campaigns for combating
the demographic crisis and increasing the birth rates in Bulgaria: the Foundation „I Want a
Baby“ and the Foundation „Mothers for Donation“.
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Thirty-six children were born after successful in vitro procedures, supported financially by the
Bulgarian Memory Foundation.
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18 April

Dr. Vrabevski financed a partial renovation of a department
of the hospital in Strumica

10 May

Dr. Vrabevski participated in the forum “Tolerance on the
Western Balkans: A key to Europe”

Dr. Vrabevski provided funding for a partial renovation of a department of the hospital in
Strumica, Macedonia. He had discussions with the director of the hospital and representatives
of the department. The renovation for improvement of the conditions in the health care
establishment is underway.

Dr. Milen Vrabevski was a special guest at the forum titled “Tolerance on the Western
Balkans: A key to Europe”. He was invited by Asim Ademov and Andrey Kovachev, Bulgarian
representatives in the European Parliament. The event was a part of the official programme
of the Bulgarian Presidency of the Council of the EU.

The old windows and frames must be replaced in order to provide perfect insulation of the
hospital rooms from the cold and the outside noise.

The idea of the forum was to support the implementation of the key priority of the Bulgarian
Presidency - the EU integration of the Western Balkans – by gathering together representatives
of the stakeholders in the area of religious and ethnic tolerance. The event is in unison with the
Western Balkans Strategy of the Commission stating that the countries in the region “should
invest more in their younger generation, our future EU citizens, and give them a perspective
for the future, not the past.”

The support for the hospital in Strumica falls within the scope of the activities of Bulgarian
Memory Foundation directed towards the development and health of the young people in
the region.
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“EU integration is the only remedy for the pains and wounds of the past. In order for us
to implement it, we need European integration in the real sense. This means that we must
recommend the Western Balkans for inclusion in the European Union as soon as possible and
make them active and effective members,” said Dr. Milen Vrabevski to the participants in
the forum.

16 May

Dr. Milen Vrabevski together with the Prime Minister of Bulgaria
Boyko Borisov participated in a conference titled
“In Dialogue with the Western Balkans”

29 October

Bulgarian Memory Foundation established
an annual award for high public merit

The chair of Bulgarian Memory Foundation, Dr. Milen Vrabevski, and the Prime Minister of
Bulgaria, Mr. Boyko Borisov, participated in the conference “In Dialogue with the Western
Balkans: Creating a Region of Growth, Security and Connectivity on the Path to Europe”.
The event is included in the official programme of the Bulgarian Presidency of the Council
of the EU.

The first annual award of Bulgarian Memory Foundation for high public merit, contributions
to the preservation of the Bulgarian cultural and historical heritage and reintegration of
the Bulgarian diaspora was given by Dr. Milen Vrabevski to Prof. Plamen Pavlov. The official
ceremony organized by Bulgarian Memory foundation was attended by more than 100
scientists and guests from Bulgaria and the world. They had the chance to watch the
spectacle “Sound and Light” scheduled on the occasion of Prof. Pavlov’s birthday.

During the conference politicians, public figures and representatives of non-governmental
organizations from different states discussed the European perspective of the countries in
the region and the steps to achieve connectivity.

On behalf of Dr. Milen Vrabevski and Bulgarian Memory Foundation we wish Prof. Pavlov
good health, a long life and endless energy for deeds that benefit the nation. Happy
birthday!
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7 November

The Metropolitan of Strumica, Prof. Dr. Naum Ilievski,
is doctor honoris causa of Veliko Tarnovo University
Veliko Tarnovo University (VTU) “St. St. Cyril and Methodius” awarded its most prestigious
academic degree, doctor honoris causa, to His Eminence Prof. Dr. Naum Ilievski, Metropolitan
of Strumica.
The Rector and Chair of the Academic Council of VTU, Prof. Dr. Hristo Bondzholov,
awarded His Eminence with the honorary insignia of the academic institution for his
significant contributions to the Orthodox Church. The Metropolitan is among the recognized
contemporary theologians, scientists, writers and translators. He has also contributed to the
development of the relations between Bulgaria and Macedonia and the strengthening
of the spiritual, cultural and academic ties with Veliko Tarnovo University “St. St. Cyril and
Methodius”.
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The official ceremony that took place in Auditorium 321 of the University was attended by
many official guests from Bulgaria and Macedonia, including His Eminence Metropolitan of
Kumanovo and Osogovo Joseph and the chair of Bulgarian Memory Foundation, Dr. Milen
Vrabevski.
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